
Computer Laboratory-I

Assignment No-01

Title: Using Divide and Conquer Strategies design a function for 

Binary Search using C++.

Objective:

1.  To know divide and conquer strategies for binary search.

2.  To illustrate divide and conquer strategies to function for binary

search.

3.  To design function use for binary search.

Outcome-

1.  Understanding divide & conquer strategy for binary search.

2.  Understanding strategy for function. 

3.  Understanding strategy & designing function for binary search. 

Prerequisite  :

1.  Knowledge of divide and conquer technique.

2.  Knowledge to design a function for binary search.

Hardware Requirement:

1. Os type:  32-bit/64-bit

2. RAM: 4 GB 

Software Requirement:

 C,C++, 64 bit Ubuntu 14.04
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Introduction:

Divide-and-Conquer  Strategy  Is  a  Top  Down  Approach  i.e.  the

solution to atop level instance of a problem is obtained by going

down and obtaining solutions to smaller instances.\

 Divide a problem into smaller pieces

 Instances of the same type of problem

 Solve recursively

 Obtain solution by combining result

fig 1 : General Divide & Conquer Plan 
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Divide-and-Conquer Examples are:-

 MergeSort and QuickSort

 Binary Tree Traversals

 Binary Search

 Big Integer Multiplicaton

 Matrix Multiplication

 Closest-Pair and Convex Hull

Binary Search:

A binary  search  assumes  the  list  of  items  in  the  search  pool  is

sorted.It  eliminates  a  large  part  of  the  search pool  with  a  single

comparison.A binary search first  examines the middle element of

the list -- if it matches the target, the search is over If it doesn't, only

one half of the remaining elements need be searched.Since the items

are sorted, the target can only be in one half of the other.The process

continues by comparing the middle element of the remaining viable

candidates Each comparison eliminates approximately half  of  the

remaining  data  Eventually,  the  target  is  found  or  the  data  is

exhausted.

Methodology:

Divide-and-Conquer:Divide-and-conquer(or divide-and-combine)

approach to solving problems:
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method Divide And Conquer(Arguments)

if(SmallEnough(Arguments)) 

return Answer

else

Identity= Combine( SomeFunc(Arguments),

DivideAndConquer(SmallerArguments))

return Identity 

A binary search divides a range of values into halves, and continues

to narrow down the field of search until the unknown value is found.

It is the classic example of a "divide and conquer" algorithm.

Traditional algorithm:

The algorithms return the index of  some element  that  equals the

given value.It  is also possible,  when the element is not found, to

return the "insertion point" for it.    

C++:

Recursive C++ program is as follows:

template <class T>

int binsearch(const T array[], int len, T what)
{

  if (len == 0) return -1;
  int mid = len / 2;
  if (array[mid] == what) return mid;
  if (array[mid] < what) {
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    int result = binsearch(array+mid+1, len-(mid+1), what);
    if (result == -1) return -1;
    else return result + mid+1;
  }
  if (array[mid] > what)
    return binsearch(array, mid, what);
  }

 

#include <iostream>

int main()
{

  int array[] = {2, 3, 5, 6, 8};
  int result1 = binsearch(array, sizeof(array)/sizeof(int), 4),
      result2 = binsearch(array, sizeof(array)/sizeof(int), 8);
  if (result1 == -1) std::cout << "4 not found!" << std::endl;
  else std::cout << "4 found at " << result1 << std::endl;
  if (result2 == -1) std::cout << "8 not found!" << std::endl;
  else std::cout << "8 found at " << result2 << std::endl;
  return 0;
}

Iterative: 

template <class T>

int binSearch(const T arr[], int len, T what) {

  int low = 0;
  int high = len - 1;
  while (low <= high) {
    int mid = (low + high) / 2;
    if (arr[mid] > what)
      high = mid - 1;
    else if (arr[mid] < what)
      low = mid + 1;
    else
      return mid;
  }
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  return -1;  
}

Algorithm/Flow Chart/ Psudocode:

Recursive Pseudocode: 

 BinarySearch(A[0..N-1], value, low, high) {

      if (high < low)
          return not_found 
      mid = (low + high) / 2
      if (A[mid] > value)
          return BinarySearch(A, value, low, mid-1)
      else if (A[mid] < value)
          return BinarySearch(A, value, mid+1, high)
      else
          return mid
  }

Iterative Pseudocode: 

BinarySearch(A[0..N-1], value) {

      low = 0
      high = N - 1
      while (low <= high) {
          mid = (low + high) / 2
          if (A[mid] > value)
              high = mid - 1
          else if (A[mid] < value)
              low = mid + 1
          else
           return mid
      }
      return not_found // value would be inserted at index "low"
    }
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Conclusion:

In  this  assignment  we have  studied  divide  and conquer  strategy,

binary  search  and  their  function.  Which  will  help  us  to  design

function  for binary search.

References:

1) van Gasteren, Netty; Feijen, Wim (1995) "The Binary Search 

Revisited"AvG127/WF214.

2) Erik D. Demaine and Charles E. Leiserson”Divide and ` 

Conquer”,Copyright © 2001-5.
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Assignment No-02

Title: Using Divide and Conquer Strategies design a class for 

Concurrent Quick Sort using C++.

Objective:

1.  To know concurrent quick sort with divide and conquer strategy.

2.  To understand the roll of  concurrency with quick sort.

3.  To design class  for concurrent quick sort.

Outcome:

1.  Understanding concurrent quick sort.

2.  Understanding strategy for concurrent quick sort. 

3.  Understanding strategy & designing class for concurrent quick    

sort . 

Prerequisite  :

1.  Knowledge of divide and conquer technique.

2.  Knowledge of quick sort with concurrency.

3.  Knowledge to design a class for quick sort.

Hardware Requirement:

1. Desktop PC.

2. RAM: 4 GB 

Software Requirement:

1. C,C++
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2. UBUNTU 14.04

Introduction:

Quicksort is an efficient sorting algorithm, serving as a systematic

method for placing the elements of an array in order. Developed by

Tony Hoare in 1959, with his work published in 1961, it is still a

commonly used algorithm for sorting. When implemented well, it

can be about two or three times faster than its main competitors,

merge sort and heapsort.

The diagram below illustrates partitioning on a small array of

5 integers (1 through 5).

fig 2 : quick sort
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Quicksort is a comparison sort, meaning that it can sort items

of any type for which a "less-than" relation is defined. In efficient

implementations  it  is  not  a  stable  sort,  meaning that  the relative

order of equal sort items is not preserved. Quicksort can operate in-

place on an array, requiring small additional amounts of memory to

perform the sorting.

Methodology:

A quicksort that sorts elements (lo) through (hi) of an array A can be

expressed compactly as,

quicksort(A, lo, hi):

  if lo < hi:

    p := partition(A, lo, hi)

    quicksort(A, lo, p - 1)

    quicksort(A, p + 1, hi)

Concurrent Quicksort:

The Quicksort algorithm is based on choosing some element from

the list to be sorted, and partitioning the remaining elements into

those less than and greater than the chosen element, then recursively

applying  the  algorithm to  these  partitions  until  we  get  down  to

single  elements.Write  a  concurrent  quicksort  with  the  following
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public interface (you may add only a public destructor and private

members).

template<typename T>_TaskQuickSort {

public:QuickSort( T array[ ],int low,int  high );

};

That sorts an array of values into ascending order. Choose th

e pivot as follows:

pivot = array[low + ( high-low ) / 2]

The quicksort  partitions  the data  values  as  normal,but  instead of

recursively  invoking  quicksort  on  each  partition,  start  a  new

quicksort task, to handle one partition,and continue sorting the other

partition  in  the  current  quicksort  task.Do  not  use  other  sorting

algorithms for small  partitions as some versions of quicksort  do;

hence, the program creates N tasks for N data values.The executable

program is named quicksort and has the following shell interface:

quicksort unsorted-file [ sorted-file ]

Psudocode:

Conclusion:

In  this  assignment  we have  studied  divide  and conquer  strategy,

concurrent quick sort and their class. Which will help us to design
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class  for binary search.

References:

1)  Beverly A. Sanders, Berna L. Massingill,"THE DIVIDE AND

CONQUER PATTERN", Mar 11, 2005.

2) http://ocw.mit.edu/terms,Computer Algorithms in Systems 

Engineering,Spring 2010.
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Assignment No-03

Title: Lexical analyzer for subset of c using LEX implementation.

Objective:

1.  To understand the role of lexical analyzer.

2.  Apply knowledge of lex to implement lexical analyzer for ccode.

Outcome:

1.  Knowledge of lexical analyzer.

2.  Apply knowledge of lex to implement lexical analyzer for ccode.

Prerequisite  ;

1.  Knowledge of Regular Expressions.

2.  NFA/DFA

3.  Lex

Hardware Requirement:

1. Desktop PC

2. RAM: 4 GB 

Software Requirement:

1. Installation of Lex/flex package.

2. 64 bit System(Ubuntu 14.04)

3. C compiler i.e. cc/gcc
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Introduction:

During the first  phase the compiler  reads the input  and converts

strings  in  the  source  to  tokens.With  regular  expressions  we  can

specify patterns to lex so it can generate code that will allow it to

scan and match strings in  the input.Each pattern specified in  the

input to lex has an associated action.Typically an action returns a

token that represents the matched string for subsequent use by the

parser.Initially we will simply print the matched string rather than

return  a  token  value.The  following  represents  a  simple  pattern,

comp osed of a regular expression, that scans for identifiers.Lex will

read  this  pattern  and produce  C code for  a  lexical  analyzer that

scans for identifiers.

letter(letter|digit)*

This pattern matches a string of characters that begins with a single

letter followed by zero  or more letters or digits.

Regular Expression:

Metacharacter matches

. Any character except newline

\n Newline

* Zero or more copies of the preceding 
expression
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+ One or more copies of the preceding 
expression

? Zero or one copies of the preceding 
expression

^ Beginning of line

$ End of line

a| b a or b

(ab)+ One or more copies of ab (grouping)

“a+b” Literal “a+b”(c escape still work)

[] Character class

Figure 2.1: Regular Expressions and their meaning

Expression matches

abc abc

abc* ab    abc     abcc    abccc ...

abc+  abc     abcc    abccc ...

a(bc)+ abc    abcbc   abcbcbc

a(bc)? a   abc

[abc] One of.  a,b,c

[a-z] Any letter,a-z

[a\-z] One of.  a,-,z

[-az] One of.  -,a,z

[A-Za-z0-9] One or more alphanumeric character

[ \t\n]+ whitespace

[^ab] Anything except: a , b

[a^b] One of.  A , ^ , b

[a|b] One of.  A , | , b

a|b One of. A,b

Figure 2.2: Examples of Regular Expressions
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Regular expressions in Lex use the following operators:

x the character of “x”

"x" an "x", even if x is an operator.

\x an "x", even if x is an operator.

[xy] the character x or y.

[x-z] the characters x, y or z.

[^x] any character but x.

. any character but newline.

^x an x at the beginning of a line.

<y>x an x when Lex is in start condition y.

X$ an x at the end of a line.

X? an optional x.

X* 0,1,2, ... instances of x.

X+ 1,2,3, ... instances of x.

x|y an x or a y.

(x) an x.

x/y an x but only if followed by y.

{xx} the translation of xx from the definitions 

section.

x{m,n} m through n occurrences of x.

Structure of the LEX Program is as follows:

-----------------------------
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Declaration Part

-----------------------------

%%

-----------------------------

Translation Rule

-----------------------------

%%

-----------------------------

Auxiliary Procedures

-----------------------------

Declaration part :-

Contains the declaration for variables required for LEX program and C 

program.

Translation rules:-
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Contains the rules like

Reg. Expression { action1 }

Reg. Expression { action2 }

Reg. Expression { action3 }

-------------------------------------------

Reg. Expression { action-n }

Auxiliary Procedures :-

Contains all the procedures used in your C – Code.

We can use the following built-in Functions

1) yylex()  2) yywrap()

and built-in Variables are

1) yylval 2) yytext 3) yyin 4) yyout
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Procedure:

1.)  Declaration Section :-

1) Declare the structure in this section as shown below, which is

used to store the tokens used in the given input file and declare one

variable  for  keepingtrack  of  index  of  structure  items.index  of

structure items.

%{

#include<string.h>

#include<math.h>

Struct token_table

{

char lexeme[20];

char token[20];

} tt[500];

static int I = 0;
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%}

2) Declare the variables required for writing regular expression shown as

below

LETTER [A-Za-z]

DIGIT [0-9]

2). Translation Rule Section :-

In this section you can write regular expression with their action. 

Example for that

 is shown below

%%

{DIGIT}+ {

strcpy( tt[i].lexeme,yytext);

strcpy( tt[i].token,”INTEGER”);

i++;
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}

Now write all the regular expression with their action in translation rule 

section so that it will identify all possible tokens from given input C-

program.

3) Auxiliary Procedure Section :-

In this section we can define the procedures which are required for this 

lexical

analyzer that are as follows

%%

main(int argc,char *argv[])

{

yyin = fopen(argv[i],”r”);

yylex();

printf(“\t\t\t\t\t -: Token Table :- \t\t\t\t\t\n”);

for( j = 0 ; j < i ; j++)

printf(“\t\t\t %s \t\t\t %s\n”,tt[j].lexeme,tt[I].token);
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}

If any other procedure is used then define it here. Save this file with *.l 

extension.

4) How to execute this LEX Program:-

For executing this LEX program follow the following steps

1) Compile *.l file with lex command

# lex *.l

It will generate lex.yy.c file for your lexical analyzer.

2) Compile lex.yy.c file with cc command

# cc –o out_file lex.yy.c -ll

Here –o option create executable file named out_file.out and –ll will link

lex program with lexical library.

3) Execute the *.out file to see the output

# ./out_file sample.c

Which will separate the tokens from sample.c file and display that 
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tokens

in token table format.

Conclusion:

In this practical we have implemented lexical analyzer for subset of C

code. Here, we used different Regular Expressions to identify tokens like

identifiers, keywords, operators, special symbols, constants and strings.

Refrences:

1. J. R. Levine, T. Mason, D. Brown,"Lex & Yacc", O'Reilly, 2000, ISBN 

81-7366 -061-X.

2. A V Aho, R. Sethi, .J D Ullman,"Compilers: Principles, Techniques,  

and Tools",Pearson Education, ISBN 81 - 7758 - 590 – 8
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Assignment No-04

Title: Parser for subset of c using YACC.

Objective:

1.  To understand the role of parser.

3.  To understand structure of the yacc specifications.

2.  Apply knowledge of parser to implement  subset of c.

4.  To know basics of parser.

Outcome:

1.  understanding role of parser.

2.  understanding yacc structure specifications.

3.  understanding knoweldge to implement subset of c. 

4.  basics of parser.

Prerequisite  :

1.  LEX

2.  Context Free Grammar(CFG)

3.  YACC

Hardware Requirement-

1. Desktop PC

2. RAM: 4 GB 
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Software Requirement:

1. 64 bit System(Ubuntu 14.04)

2.  Lex & Yacc/Bison packages

3.  C compiler i.e. cc/gcc

Introduction:

Yacc  is  a  computer  program for  the  Unix  operating  system.The

name is an acronym for "Yet Another Compiler Compiler".It is a

LALR parser generator,generating a parser, the part of a compiler

that tries to make syntactic sense of the source code,specifically a

LALR parser, based on an analytic grammar written in a notation

similar to BNF.Yacc is a parser generator. It is to parsers what lex is

to scanners.youprovide the input of a grammar specification and it

generates  an  LALR(1)  parser  to  recognize  sentences  in  that

grammar.yacc stands for "yet another compiler compiler"and it  is

probably the most common of the LALR tools out there.

Methodology/Methods/Techniques/Procedure:

For  generating  parsers  lexical  analyzer  is  also  required  that

construction of lexical analyzer we have seen in the last assignment,

here we will give more focus on YACC programs.

1) YACC Specifications :-

Structure of the YACC Program is as follows
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-----------------------------

Declaration Section

-----------------------------

%%

-----------------------------

Translation Rule Section

-----------------------------

%%

-----------------------------

Auxiliary Procedures Section

-----------------------------
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Declaration section :-

Contains the declaration for variables required for YACC program.

Translation rule Section :-

Contains the rules / grammars

Production { action1 }

Bachelor of Engineering
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Production { action2 }

Production { action3 }

-------------------------------------------

Production { action-n }
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Auxiliary Procedure Section :-

Contains all the procedures used in your C – Code.

2) Built-in Functions i.e. yyparse() , yyerror() , yywrap() etc.

1) yyparse() :-

This is a standard parse routine used for calling syntax analyzer for

given  translation  rules.The  parser  function.  It  returns  an  integer

value: zero if  there  is  success or non-zero if unable  to parse  the

token sentence provided byyylex().

2) yyerror() :-

This  is  a  standard  error  routine  used  for  displaying  any  error

message.

3. yylval:

Global variable of typeYYSTYPE that contains the value pushed on

a  shift  i.e.,a  token  attribute  value,so  it  must  be  set  by  yylex(),

usually to a copy of yytext(yytext is  modified each time a token

pattern matches the input).

4. yyval :

 Global variable of type YYSTYPE that contains the value pushed

on a goto—i.e.

the value $$.
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5. yynerrs:

Global  int  variable  that  holds  the  number  of  errors  found.It  is

automatically incremented by yyparse() on each call to yyerror().

6. yyerrok:

It is an action that instructs the parser to continue in normal mode,

as if  recovered from an error.

7. YYRECOVERING(): If  the user calls  its own error-reporting

routine whose name is other than yyerror() , such routine should use

the yacc macro YYRECOVERING() to test

 if  the  parser  is  trying  to  resynchronise,  in  which  case  no error

messages should be printed: warning(char *msg)

{

If(YYRECOVERING()) return;

....

/*print error */

}
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8. yydebug:

Global int variable that should be set to 1 if YYDEBUG has been

defined  and  we  want  to output  trace  information.It  should  be

declared as extern. Int main() and set to the proper value there.

main()

{

#ifdef YYDEBUG

extern int yydebug;

#endif

...

yydebug=1;

...

}
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9. yywrap() :-

This function is used for taking i/p from more than one file.

3) Built-in Types i.e. %token , %start , %prec , %nonassoc etc.

1) %token

Used to declare the tokens used in the grammar.

Eg. :- %token NAME NUMBER

2) %start :-

Used to declare the start symbol of the grammar.

Eg.:- %start STMT

3) %left

Used to assign the associatively to operators.

Eg.:- %left ‘+’ ‘-‘ - Assign left associatively to + & – with lowest 

precedence.

%left ‘*’ ‘/‘ - Assign left associatively to * & / with highest 

precedence.

4) %right :-

Used to assign the associatively to operators.

Eg.:- 1) %right ‘+’ ‘-‘

- Assign right associatively to + & – with lowest precedence

2) %right ‘*’ ‘/‘

- Assign right left associatively to * & / with highest precedence.
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5) %nonassoc :-Used to un associate.

Eg.:- %nonassoc UMINUS

6) %prec :-

Used to tell parser use the precedence of given code.

Conclusion:

In this assignment we have studied YACC Specification file, built-in

functions and built-in variables. Which will help us to write syntax 

analyzer for any programming language.

Refrences:

1.   J. R. Levine, T. Mason, D. Brown, "Lex & Yacc", O'Reilly,     

2000, ISBN 81-7366 -061-X.

2.  A  V  Aho,  R.  Sethi,  .J  D  Ullman,  "Compilers:  Principles,

Techniques, and Tools", Pearson Education, ISBN 81 - 7758 - 590 –

8.
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Assignment No-05

Title: Int code generation for sample language using LEX and 

YACC.

Objective:

1.  To know intermediate code generation

2.  To illustrate C++ for intermediate code generation.

3.  To  know lex and yacc.

Outcome:

1.  understanding intermediate code geneartion

2.  understanding C++ for intermediate code generation

3.  understanding lex and yacc

Prerequisite  :

1.  Knowledge of lex and yacc

2.  Knowledge to  intermediate code generation

Hardware Requirement:

1. Desktop PC

2. RAM: 4 GB 

Software Requirement:

1. C,C++

2. 64 bit Ubuntu 14.04

3. Lex & Yacc/Bison packages
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3.  C compiler i.e. cc/gcc

Introduction:

A source  code  can  directly  be  translated  into  its  target  machine

code, then why at all we need to translate the source code into an

intermediate code which is then translated to its target code? Let us

see the reasons why we need an intermediate code.

fig 2 : code generation

If a compiler translates the source language to its target machine

language  without  having  the  option  for  generating  intermediate

code, then for each new machine, a full native compiler is required.

    Intermediate code eliminates the need of a new full compiler for

every unique machine by keeping the analysis portion same for all

the compilers.

    The second part of compiler, synthesis, is changed according to
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the  target  machine.   It  becomes  easier  to  apply  the  source  code

modifications  to  improve  code  performance  by  applying  code

optimization techniques on the intermediate code.

Three-Address Code:

Intermediate  code  generator  receives  input  from  its  predecessor

phase, semantic analyzer, in the form of an annotated syntax tree.

That syntax tree then can be converted into a linear representation,

e.g.,  postfix  notation.  Intermediate  code  tends  to  be  machine

independent  code.  Therefore,  code  generator  assumes  to  have

unlimited number of memory storage (register) to generate code.

Methodology:

For example:

a = b + c * d;

The intermediate code generator will try to divide this expression

into sub-expressions and then generate the corresponding code.

r1 = c * d;

r2 = b + r1; 

r3 = r2 + r1;
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a = r3

r being used as registers in the target program.

A three-address code has at most three address locations to calculate

the  expression.  A three-address  code  can  be  represented  in  two

forms : quadruples and triples.

Quadruples:

Each  instruction  in  quadruples  presentation  is  divided  into  four

fields:  operator,  arg1,  arg2,  and  result.  The  above  example  is

represented below in quadruples format:

Op arg1 arg2 result

* c d r1

+ b r1 r2

+ r2 r1 r3

= r3 a

Triples

Each instruction in triples presentation has three fields : op, arg1,

and arg2.The results of respective sub-expressions are denoted by

the position of expression. Triples represent similarity with DAG

and syntax tree.  They are  equivalent  to  DAG while  representing
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expressions.

Op arg1 arg2

* c d

+ b (0)

+ (1) (0)

= (2) 

Triples face the problem of code immovability while optimization,

as the results are positional and changing the order or position of an

expression may cause problems.

Indirect Triples

This representation is an enhancement over triples representation. It

uses pointers instead of position to store results. This enables the

optimizers  to  freely  re-position the sub-expression to  produce an

optimized code.

Pseudocode:

Pseudocode for code generation

More traditional than inference rules.As the generated code can be long,

the rules could become too wide to t on the page...

Here is the pseudocode for the * rule above:
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    The  following  is  a  Three  Address  Code  (TAC)  Intermediate

Representation for a register machine: it contains a function called foo,

which takes an integer parameter n and a parameter a which is an array

of integers. Write down the high-level language counterpart in Java-like

pseudocode.

    label Foo:

        res = 1

        i = 1

    label BAR:

        t1 = i LEQ n

        a[1] = res

        i = i ADD 1

        res = res MUL i

        JUMP BAR

    label BAZ:

Conclusion:

In this assignment we have studied intermediate code generation as

sample language and also studied lex and yacc  Which will help us

to develpoed intermediate code generation.
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Refrences:

1) james skemp,  (2011) "Compiler Intermediate code generation 

three address code fjump ".

2) Wikipedia,” intermediade code generation”.
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Assignment No-06

Title- Implement a simple approach for k-means clustering using

C++.

Objective:

1.  To understand the role of k-mean clustering.

2.  To understand method of clustering for k-mean.

3.  To apply clustering technique for k-mean.

Outcome:

1.   Understanding the role of k-mean clustering.

2.   Illustrate method of clustering for k-mean.

3.   Implementation of clustering method for k-mean.

Prerequisite     :

1. k-mean

2. k-mean clustering

Hardware Requirement:

1. RAM: 4 GB

2. Desktop PC

Software Requirement:

1. clustering Tools

2. 64 bit Ubuntu 14.04
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3.  Weka tool

Introduction:

Clustering:-

Clustering is used for finding groups or "clusters" of data for which

the true groups/labels are unknown.  

Groups:-  A  set  of  elements  having  broadly  similar  properties

arising from their similar electronic structure.

Labels:-   A word or phrase indicating that what follows belongs in

a particular category or classification

k-means:-  k-means is an iterative algorithm which assigns cluster

"centroids" (an average of the points that make up a cluster) and

then reassigns  points  to  the  new cluster-centroids.  The algorithm

stops when points don't change their cluster assignments. 

Clustering:- it is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way

that objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more similar (in

some sense or another) to each other than to those in other groups

(clusters).

k-means clustering:- The k-means approach to clustering performs

an  iterative  alternating  fitting  process  to  form  the  number  of

specified clusters. The k-means method first selects a set of n points

called cluster seeds as a first  guess of the means of the clusters.

Each observation is assigned to the nearest seed to form a set of
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temporary  clusters.  The  seeds  are  then  replaced  by  the  cluster

means, the points are reassigned, and the process continues until no

further changes occur in the clusters. When the clustering process is

finished,  you see tables showing brief summaries of the clusters.

The k-means approach is a special case of a general approach called

the EM algorithm; E stands for Expectation (the cluster means in

this case), and M stands for maximization, which means assigning

points to closest clusters in this case.

Methodology/Methods/Techniques/Procedure:

A typical version of the K-means algorithm runs in the following

steps:

1.  Initial  cluster seeds are chosen (at random).these represent the

“temporary” means of  the clusters.  imagine our random numbers

were 60 for group 1 and 70 for group 2.

2. The squared Euclidean distance from each object to each cluster

is computed, and each object is assigned to the closest  cluster.The

squared  Euclidean  distance  from  each  object  to  each  cluster  is

computed, and each object is assigned to the closest cluster.

3. For each cluster, the new centroid is computed – and each seed

value is now replaced by the respective cluster centroid.

4. The squared Euclidean distance from an object to each cluster is

computed, and the object is assigned to the cluster with the smallest

squared Euclidean distance.
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5.  The  cluster  centroids  are  recalculated  based  on  the  new

membership assignment.

6.   Steps 4 and 5 are repeated until no object moves clusters.K-

means  uses  the  squared Euclidean distance  to  allocate  objects  to

clusters.

Algorithm/Flow Chart/ Psudocode:

The Lloyd's algorithm, mostly known as k-means algorithm, is used 

to solve the k-means clustering problem and works as follows. First,

decide the number of clusters k. Then:

1. Initialize the center of the clusters μi= some value ,i=1,...,k

2. Attribute the closest cluster to each data point ci={j:d(xj,μi)≤d(xj,μl),l≠i,j=1,
...,n}

3. Set the position of each cluster to the mean of all 
data points
     belonging to that cluster

μi=1|ci|∑j cixj, i∈ ∀

4. Repeat steps 2-3 until convergence

Notation |c|= number of elements in c

1. Deciding the number of clusters:

The number of clusters should match the data. An incorrect choice

of  the  number  of  clusters  will  invalidate  the  whole  process.  An

empirical way to find the best number of clusters is to try K-means

clustering  with  different  number  of  clusters  and  measure  the
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resulting sum of squares.

2. Initializing the position of the clusters:

Forgy: Set the positions of the k clusters to k observations chosen

randomly from the dataset.

Random partition: Assign a cluster randomly to each observation

and compute means as in step 3.Since the algorithm stops in a local

minimum, the initial position of the clusters is very important.

1)Place  K  points  into  the  space  represented  by  the  objects  that  are  being
clustered. These points represent initial group centroids.

2)Assign each object to the group that has the closest centroid.

3)When  all  objects  have  been  assigned,  recalculate  the  positions  of  the  K
centroids.

4)Repeat  Steps 2 and 3 until  the  centroids no longer  move.  This  produces a
separation of the objects into groups from which the metric to be minimized can
be calculated.

An example:

Suppose that we have n sample feature vectors x1, x2, ..., xn all from the

same class, and we know that they fall into k compact clusters, k < n. Let

mi  be  the  mean  of  the  vectors  in  cluster  i.  If  the  clusters  are  well

separated, we can use a minimum-distance classifier to separate them.

That is, we can say that x is in cluster i if || x - mi || is the minimum of all

the k distances. This suggests the following procedure for finding the k

means:

     Make initial guesses for the means m1, m2, ..., mk
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     Until there are no changes in any mean

         Use the estimated means to classify the samples into clusters

         For i from 1 to k

 Replace mi with the mean of all of the samples for

cluster i

         end_for

     end_until

Here is an example showing how the means m1 and m2 move into the

centers of two clusters. 

Fig: K mean clusters

Conclusion:

In this assignment we have studied simple approach for k-Mean and

k-Mean clustering.
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Refrences:

1. Tapas  Kanungo,David  M.Mount,"Efficient  k-Means  Clustering

Algorithm", 24, NO. 7, JULY 2002 .

2.  Joshua Eckroth," A k-means clustering", Psych 993, “Clustering 

and Classification”.
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Assignment No-07

Title:  Using  any  Similarity  Based  Techniques  develop  an

application to classify text data. Perform pre-processing  tasks as per

requirement.

Objective:

1.  To know about Similarity Based Technique.

2.  To Illustrate and Know about Classification Technique.

3.  To Apply Pre-Processing tasks.

Outcome:

1.  Understanding Similarity Based Technique.

2.  Understanding Classification Technique. 

3.  Applying  Pre-Processing Task.

Prerequisite     :

1.  Knowledge of Similarity technique.

2.  Knowledge of Classification & Pre-Processing Task.

Hardware Requirement:

1. Desktop PC

2. RAM: 4GB

Software Requirement:

1. Weka tool

2.  64 bit Ubuntu 14.04

3.  Turbo C (C++)
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Introduction:

Similarity can be roughly described as the measure of how much

two or more objects are alike. Similarity can also be seen as the

numerical distance between multiple data objects that are typically

represented as value between the range of 0 (not similar at all) and 1

(completely similar). Depending on the similarity metric used the

triangle inequality between objects may hold,  but more generally

the two properties that must be maintained for similarites is that the

measure  of  similarity  must  fall  within  the  range of  0  and 1  and

symmetry. Symmetry being the property that states that for all x and

for all y the similarity of x and y must be the same as the similarity

of y and x. 

In pattern recognition the nearest-neighbor  methods  are examples

of similarity-based methods.

Classification of Data:

Text  Categorization  (TC) is  the  classification  of  documents  with

respect  to  a  set  of  one  or  more  preexisting  categories.The

classification phase consists of generating a weighted vector for all

categories,  then  using  a  similarity  measure  to  find  the  adjoining

category.The similarity measure is used to determine the degree of

likeness between two vectors. To achieve reasonable classification

results,  a similarity measure should generally respond with larger
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values to documents that belong to the same class and with smaller

values otherwise. 

we are focus on the different methods for text classification based

on similarity of Feature selection  methods have been successfully

applied to text categorization but not often appliedto text clustering

due  to  the  unavailability  of  class  label  information.  e  first

giveempirical evidence that feature selection methods can improve

the efficiency and performance of text clustering algorithm. 

Methodology:

The similarity measure reflects the degree of closeness or separation

of the target objects and should correspond to the characteristics that

are believed to distinguish the clusters embedded in the data. Before

Clustering,  a  similarity/distance  measure  must  be

determined.Similarity measures have been extensively used in text

classification.

CONCEPT BASED SIMILARITY MEASURE FOR TEXT PROCESSING  :

The CSMTP algorithm selects the terms from the testing documents,

Generates  the  terms  from  the  document,  selects  the  appropriate

feature and calculates the similarty measure based on the term and

its respective concepts
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Algorithm/Flow Chart/ Psudocode

Conclusion:

In  this  assignment  we have  studied  divide  and conquer  strategy,

binary  search  and  their  function.  Which  will  help  us  to  design

function  for binary search.

Refrences:

1) www.fizyka.umk.pl/publications/kmk/00cc-kn.pdf

2) mb3is.megx.net/gustame/dissimilarity-based-methods
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Assignment No-07

Title: Code optimization using DAG.

Objective:

1.  To know about code optimization.

2.  To know about DAG.

Outcome:

1.  Understanding code optimization.

2.  Understanding DAG process.  

Prerequisite  :

1.  Knowledge of optimization.

2.  Knowledge of DAG for code optimization.

Hardware Requirement:

1. Desktop PC

Software Requirement:

1. C,C++

2. 64 bit Ubuntu 14.04
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Introduction:

Optimization is a program transformation technique, which tries to

improve the code by making it consume less resources (i.e. CPU,

Memory) and deliver high speed.In optimization, high-level general

programming  constructs  are  replaced  by  very  efficient  low-level

programming  codes.  A code  optimizing  process  must  follow the

three rules given below:

 The output code must not, in any way, change the meaning of

the program.

 Optimization should increase the speed of the program and if

possible,  the  program  should  demand  less  number  of
resources.

 Optimization should  itself  be fast  and should  not  delay  the

overall compiling process.

Efforts  for  an  optimized  code  can  be  made  at  various  levels  of
compiling the process.

 At the beginning, users can change/rearrange the code or use

better algorithms to write the code.

 After generating intermediate code, the compiler can modify

the intermediate code by address calculations and improving
loops.

 While  producing the target  machine code,  the compiler  can
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make use of memory hierarchy and CPU registers.

Optimization can be categorized broadly into two types : machine
independent and machine dependent.

Basic Blocks:

Source codes generally have a number of instructions,  which are
always executed in sequence and are considered as the basic blocks
of the code. These basic blocks do not have any jump statements
among  them,  i.e.,  when  the  first  instruction  is  executed,  all  the
instructions  in  the  same  basic  block  will  be  executed  in  their
sequence  of  appearance without  losing  the  flow  control  of  the
program.A program can have various constructs as basic blocks, like
IF-THEN-ELSE, SWITCH-CASE conditional statements and loops
such as DO-WHILE, FOR, and REPEAT-UNTIL, etc.

Directed Acyclic Graph:

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is a tool that depicts the structure of
basic  blocks,  helps to  see the flow of values flowing among the
basic  blocks,  and  offers  optimization  too.  DAG  provides  easy
transformation on basic blocks. DAG can be understood here:

 Leaf nodes represent identifiers, names or constants.

 Interior nodes represent operators.

 Interior nodes also represent the results of expressions or the

identifiers/name where the values are to be stored or assigned.
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Example:

t0 = a + b
t1 = t0 + c
d = t0 + t1

Methodology

Optimization of Basic blocks

 It is a linear piece of code.
 Analyzing and optimizing is easier.
 Has local scpe - and hence effect is limited.
 Substantial enough, not to ignore it.
 Can be seen as part of a larger (global) optimization problem.

DAG representation of basic blocks:

Recall: DAG representation of expressions:

leaves corresponding to atomic operands, and interior nodes
corresponding to operators.
A node
N
has multiple parents -N is a common subexpression.
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Example:
(a + a * (b - c)) + ((b – c) * d )

DAG construction for a basic block

There is a node in the DAG for each of the initial values of the variables

appearing in  the  basic  block.There  is  a  node N associated with each

statements  within  the  block.The  children  of  N  are  those  nodes

corresponding to statements that are the last definitions, prior to s, of the

operands used by s.Node N is labeled by the operator applied at s , and

also attached to N is the list of variables for which it is the last definition

within the block. Certain nodes are designated output nodes.These are

the nodes whose variables are live on exit from the block;

Optimizations on the DAG

Common subexpression elimination.
Eliminate dead code.
Code reordering.
Algebraic optimizations.

DAG-Based Optimization of IR Code in a Basic Block:-
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fig: DAG-Based Optimization of IR Code

Look at one Basic Block at a time,

<x,v,w> := f(x,b,z)

Construct a DAG from the IR.
Generate code from the DAG.
Generate IR Code
Generate Target Code

Leaves
Represent initial values on entry to the block
•!Variables
•!Constants

Interior Nodes
Labelled by operators
Also:
Each interior node may have an attached list of variable names

   Example:

Source Code:

repeat
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prod := prod + A[i] * B[i];
i := i + 1;
until i > 20;
IR:
t1 := 4 * i
t2 := A[t1]
t3 := 4 * i
t4 := B[t4]
t5 := t2 * t4
t6 := prod + t5
prod := t6
t7 := i + 1
i := t7
if i <= 20 goto BB9

Mappings
Functions:
•!Domain
•!Range
Supply an element from the domain...
The function returns an element from the range.

Definition: A “Mapping”
A data structure that implements a function. Can be updated.
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Building the DAG
Need a mapping
Call it “CurrentNode”
FROM: Variable Names
TO: Nodes in the DAG
CurrentNode (x) points to the node currently labelled with “x”.

Algorithm:

Algorithm to Construct the DAG

Go through the Basic Block (in order)
For each IR in the block...
Add to the growing DAG...
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Assume we have a binary IR instruction, such as

x := y # z
If CurrentNode(y) is undefined...
Create a leaf named “y0”.
Set CurrentNode(y) to point to it.
If CurrentNode(z) is undefined...
<same>
Look for a node labelled “#”
with left child = CurrentNode(y)
and right child = CurrentNode(z)
(If none found, then create one.)
Call this node N.
Delete x from the list of ID’s attached
to CurrentNode(x).
Add x to the list of ID’s attached to N.
Set CurrentNode(x) to point to N.

If we have a unary operation, such as
x := -y
If CurrentNode(y) is undefined...
Create a leaf named “y0”.
Set CurrentNode(y) to point to it.
Look for a node labelled “-”
with child = CurrentNode(y)
(If none found, then create one.)
Call this node N.
Delete x from the list of ID’s attached
to CurrentNode(x).
Add x to the list of ID’s attached to N.
Set CurrentNode(x) to point to N.

Conclusion:

In  this  assignment  we  have  studied  code  optimization  &  DAG.
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Which will help us to implement code optimization using DAG.

References:

1)www.tutorialspoint.com/.../compiler_design_code_optimization.ht

ml

2)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directed_acyclic_graph

Assignment No-08

Title: Code generation using DAG / labeled tree.

Objective:

1.  To know code generation.

2.  To illustrate DAG/Labelled tree.
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3.  To implement code generation using DAG/Labelled tree.

Outcome:

1.  understanding code generation.

2.  understanding strategy for DAG/labelled tree. 

3.  understanding strategy & designing function for binary search. 

Prerequisite     :

1.  Knowledge of DAG/labelled tree.

2.  Knowledge to implement code generation.

Hardware Requirement:

1. 64 bit Ubuntu 14.04

Software Requirement:

1. C,C++

2.

Introduction:

Code generation is the process by which a compiler's code generator

converts  some  intermediate  representation  of  source  code  into  a

form  (e.g.,  machine  code)  that  can  be  readily  executed  by  a

machine.Sophisticated compilers typically perform multiple passes

over various intermediate forms.  This multi-stage process is used
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because many algorithms for code optimization are easier to apply

one at a time, or because the input to one optimization relies on the

completed  processing  performed  by  another  optimization.  This

organization also facilitates the creation of a single compiler that

can  target  multiple  architectures,  as  only  the  last  of  the  code

generation  stages  (the  backend)  needs  to  change  from  target  to

target. (For more information on compiler design, see Compiler.)

The input to the code generator typically consists of a parse

tree or an abstract syntax tree. The tree is converted into a linear

sequence of instructions, usually in an intermediate language such

as three address code. Further stages of compilation may or may not

be  referred  to  as  "code  generation",  depending  on  whether  they

involve a significant change in the representation of the program.

(For  example,  a  peephole  optimization  pass  would  not  likely  be

called  "code  generation",  although  a  code  generator  might

incorporate a peephole optimization pass.)

 

Major tasks in code generation:

Tasks which are typically part of a sophisticated compiler's "code

generation" phase include:

1. Instruction selection: which instructions to use.

2. Instruction  scheduling:  in  which  order  to  put  those

instructions. Scheduling is a speed optimization that can have
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a critical effect on pipelined machines.

3. Register  allocation:  the  allocation  of  variables  to  processor

registers

4. Debug  data  generation  if  required  so  the  code  can  be

debugged.

Directed Acyclic Graph:

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is a tool that depicts the structure of
basic blocks, helps to see the flow of values flowing among the basic
blocks,  and  offers  optimization  too.  DAG  provides  easy
transformation on basic blocks. DAG can be understood here:

1. Leaf nodes represent identifiers, names or constants.

2. Interior nodes represent operators.

3. Interior nodes also represent the results of expressions or the
identifiers/name where the values are to be stored or assigned.

Methodology:

The optimal code generation algorithm is an NP-complete problem.

Directed acyclic graphs allow a code Generation heuristic:Put out

code for each node immediately after code for its children has been

emitted as far as possible because then the results are more apt to

still be available, say in a register. 
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To prepare the list of DAG nodes to compute (that is, the list

for which code is to be emitted), start at the root of the right-most

subtree. Put this node on the list, L, and continue by adding a left-

most node to the list after all its parents are already on the list. Then

generate code for the nodes in L by starting at the end of L and

proceeding to the beginning. 

Generating code from a DAG:

Thus, we would put out code for node 8 first, then node 9, etc. 

Algorithm/Flow Chart/ Psudocode:

 Heuristic DAG Ordering;

The algorithm for heuristic ordering is given below. It lists the nodes of a
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DAG such that the node's reverse listing results in the computation order.

{

While there exists an unlisted interior node do

   {

   select an unlisted node n whose parents have been listed

        list n

        while there exists a left-most child m of n that has no

   unlisted parents and m is not a leaf do

        {

        list m

             m = n

        }

   }

order = reverse of the order of listing of nodes

}
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fig 1 : DAG Representation

fig 2 : DAG Representation with heuristic ordering.

The order in which the nodes are listed by the heuristic ordering is 

shown in Figure 2.

Therefore, the computation order is:

The Labeling Algorithm:

This algorithm works on the tree representation of a sequence of

three-address  statements.  It  could  also  be  made  to  work  if  the

intermediate code form was a parse tree.  This algorithm has two

parts: the first part labels each node of the tree from the bottom up,

with  an  integer  that  denotes  the  minimum  number  of  registers

required to  evaluate  the tree  and with no storing of  intermediate

results.  The  second  part  of  the  algorithm is  a  tree  traversal  that

travels the tree in an order governed by the computed labels in the

first part, and which generates the code during the tree traversal.

{
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if n is a leaf node then

      if n is the left-most child of its parent then

          label(n) = 1

      else

          label(n) = 0

      else

          label(n) = max[label(ni) + (i - 1)]

               for i = 1 to k

/* where n1, n2,..., nk are the children of n, ordered by their labels;

that is,

label(n1) ≥ label(n2) ≥ ... ≥ label(nk) */

}

For k = 2, the formula label(n) = max[label(ni) + (i - 1)] becomes:

label(n) = max[11, 12 + 1]

where 11 is label(n1), and 12 is label(n2). Since either 11 or 12 will

be same, or since there will be a difference of at least the difference

between 11 and 12 (i.e., 11 − 12), which is greater than or equal to

one, we get:
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Algorithm for Implementing Gencode():

The procedure for gencode() is outlined as follows:

Procedure gencode(n)

{

   if n is a leaf node and the left-most child of its parent then

      generate MOV name, RSTACK[top]

   if n is an interior node with children n1 and n2, with

      label(n2) = 0 then

 {

gencode(n1)

 generate op name RSTACK[top] /* name is the operand

 represented by n2 and op is the operator

 represented by n*/

 }

if n is an interior node with children n1 and n2,

label(n2) > label(n1), and label(n1) < r then

{

   swap top two registers of RSTACK

gencode(n2)
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R = pop(RSTACK)

gencode(n1)

generate op R, RSTACK[top] /* op is the operator

represented by n */

PUSH(R,RSTACK)

swap top two registers of RSTACK

}

if n is an interior node with children n1 and n2,

      label(n2) <= label(n1), and label(n2) < r then

{

gencode(n1)

R = pop(RSTACK)

gencode(n2)

generate op RSTACK[top], R /* op is the operator

represented by n */

PUSH(R, RSTACK)

}

if n is an interior node with children n1 and n2,

label(n2) <= label(n1), and label(n1) > r as well as

label(n2) > r then
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      {

      gencode(n2)

      T = pop(TSTACK)

      generate MOV RSTACK[top], T

      gencode(n1)

      PUSH(T, TSTACK)

         generate op T, RSTACK[top] /* op is the operator

      represented by n */

   }

}

Conclusion:

In  this  assignment  we  have  studied  code  generation  and  DAG.

Which will help us to implement code generation using DAG.

Refrences:

1)http://programming4.us/desktop/466.aspx#uV4SoeoTALuZCBfz.

99

2) web.cs.wpi.edu/~cs544/PLT11.8.html

Assignment No-09

Title: Generating abstract syntax tree using LEX and YACC.

Objective:

1.  To know abstract syntax tree..
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2.  To illustrate LEX ansnd YACC.

3.  To design syntax tree using lex and yacc.

Outcome:

1.  Understanding ABSTRACT.

2.  Understanding strategy for DAG/labelled tree. 

3.  Understanding strategy & designing function for binary search. 

Prerequisite  :

1.  Knowledge of DAG/labelled tree.

2.  Knowledge to implement code generation.

Hardware Requirement:

1. 64 bit Ubuntu 14.04

Software Requirement:

3. C,C++

4. Weka tool

Introduction:

An  abstract  syntax  tree  (AST),  or  just  syntax  tree,  is  a  tree

representation  of  the  abstract  syntactic  structure  of  source  code

written in a programming language. Each node of the tree denotes a

construct occurring in the source code. The syntax is "abstract" in
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not  representing  every  detail  appearing  in  the  real  syntax.  For

instance, grouping parentheses are implicit in the tree structure, and

a syntactic  construct  like an if-condition-then expression may be

denoted by means of a single node with three branches.

The  representation  of  SourceCode  as  a  tree  of  nodes

representing  constants  or  variables  (leaves)  and  operators  or

statements  (inner  nodes).  Also  called  a  "parse  tree".  An

AbstractSyntaxTree is  often the output  of a  parser  (or the "parse

stage" of a compiler), and forms the input to semantic analysis and

code generation (this assumes a phased compiler; many compilers

interleave the phases in order to conserve memory). 

Note  that  the  AbstractSyntaxTree  reveals  the

lexical/syntactical structure of the program text - what blocks and

statements are lexically contained within in what. This may - or may

not  -  be  related  to  the  semantic  structure  of  the  program.  For

example,  in most  OO languages with inheritance,  the inheritance

hierarchy is not revealed by examining the arrangement of the AST;

you have to further and "match names" (to be imprecise). OTOH, in

C and C++, lexical scopes mean next to nothing (other than being

important  for  public/private  in  C++),  all  named  C++ scopes  are

"flattened" and the lexical structure has little runtime significance.

In  other  languages  with  LexicalScoping  or  things  resembling  it

(Java  InnerClasses,  SmalltalkBlocks?),  the  lexical  structure  has
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greater significance. 

 

Methodology:

Algorithm/Flow Chart/ Psudocode

Conclusion

In  this  assignment  we  have  studied  code  generation  and  DAG.

Which will help us to implement code generation using DAG.

Refrences

1)http://programming4.us/desktop/466.aspx#uV4SoeoTALuZCBfz.

99

2) web.cs.wpi.edu/~cs544/PLT11.8.html
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Assignment No-10

Title: Implementing recursive descent parser for sample language

Objective-

1.  To know recusive decent parser for c/c++.

2.  To illustrate c rogramming o recursive parser.

3.  To implement recursive parser using c/c++.

Outcome-

1.  understanding recusive decent parser for c/c++.

2.  understanding c rogramming for recursive parser.  

Prerequisite     -

1.  Knowledge of  recusive decent parser.

2.  Knowledge of c/c++  for recursive parser.
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Hardware Requirement-

1. 64 bit Ubuntu 14.04

Software Requirement-

1. C,C++

Introduction:

One of the most straightforward forms of parsing is recursive descent

parsing.  This  is  a  top-down process  in  which  the  parser  attempts  to

verify that the syntax of the input stream is correct as it is read from left

to right. A basic operation necessary for this involves reading characters

from  the  input  stream  and  matching  then  with  terminals  from  the

grammar that describes the syntax of the input. Our recursive descent

parsers  will  look  ahead  one  character  and  advance  the  input  stream

reading pointer  when proper  matches occur. The routine  presented in

figure 1 accomplishes this matching and reading process. 

Figure 1 - Symbol Matching Routine 
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Note that the variable called 'next' looks ahead and

always provides the next character that will be read

from the input stream. This feature is essential if we

wish our parsers to be able to predict what is due to

arrive  as  input.  Note also  that  an error  indicator  is

returned. 

What a recursive descent parser actually does is to

perform a depth-first search of the derivation tree for

the string being parsed.  This  provides the 'descent'

portion  of  the  name.  The  'recursive'  portion  comes

from  the  parser's  form,  a  collection  of  recursive

procedures. 

Methodology

As our first example, consider the simple grammar

E  x+T

T  (E) 

T  x 

and the derivation tree in figure 2 for the expression

x+(x+x)
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Figure 2 - Derivation Tree for x+(x+x) 

A recursive descent parser traverses the tree by first

calling a procedure to recognize an E. This procedure

reads an 'x' and a '+' and then calls a procedure to

recognize  a  T.  This  would  look  like  the  following

routine. 

A Recursive-Descent Parser:

1.  One parse method per non-terminal symbol 

2.  A non-terminal symbol on the right-hand side of 

3.  A rewrite rule leads to a call to the parse method for that non-

terminal 

4. A terminal symbol on the right-hand side of a 

5. Rewrite rule leads to “consuming” that token from the input

token string 

6. | in the CFG leads to “if-else” in the parser
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Example: Arithmetic Expressions

Algorithm/Flow Chart/ Psudocode

typedef  enum  {ident,  number,  lparen,  rparen,  times,  slash,

plus,minus,  eql,  neq,  lss,  leq,  gtr,  geq,  callsym,  beginsym,

semicolon,endsym,  ifsym,  whilesym,  becomes,  thensym,  dosym,

constsym, comma,

    varsym, procsym, period, oddsym} Symbol;

Symbol sym;

void nextsym(void);

void error(const char msg[]);

int accept(Symbol s) {

    if (sym == s) {

        nextsym();

        return 1;

    }

    return 0;

}

int expect(Symbol s) {
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    if (accept(s))

        return 1;

    error("expect: unexpected symbol");

    return 0;

}

void factor(void) {

    if (accept(ident)) {

        ;

    } else if (accept(number)) {

        ;

    } else if (accept(lparen)) {

        expression();

        expect(rparen);

    } else {

        error("factor: syntax error");

        nextsym();

    }

}

void term(void) {

    factor();

    while (sym == times || sym == slash) {

        nextsym();
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        factor();

    }

}

void expression(void) {

    if (sym == plus || sym == minus)

        nextsym();

    term();

    while (sym == plus || sym == minus) {

        nextsym();

        term();

    }

}

void condition(void) {

    if (accept(oddsym)) {

        expression();

    } else {

        expression();

        if (sym == eql || sym == neq || sym == lss || sym == leq || sym

== gtr || sym == geq) {

            nextsym();

            expression();

        } else {

            error("condition: invalid operator");
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            nextsym();

        }

    }

}

void statement(void) {

    if (accept(ident)) {

        expect(becomes);

        expression();

    } else if (accept(callsym)) {

        expect(ident);

    } else if (accept(beginsym)) {

        do {

            statement();

        } while (accept(semicolon));

        expect(endsym);

    } else if (accept(ifsym)) {

        condition();

        expect(thensym);

        statement();

    } else if (accept(whilesym)) {

        condition();

        expect(dosym);

        statement();
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    } else {

        error("statement: syntax error");

        nextsym();

    }

}

void block(void) {

    if (accept(constsym)) {

        do {

            expect(ident);

            expect(eql);

            expect(number);

        } while (accept(comma));

        expect(semicolon);

    }

    if (accept(varsym)) {

        do {

            expect(ident);

        } while (accept(comma));

        expect(semicolon);

    }

    while (accept(procsym)) {

        expect(ident);

        expect(semicolon);
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        block();

        expect(semicolon);

    }

    statement();

}

void program(void) {

    nextsym();

    block();

    expect(period);

}

Conclusion

In  this  assignment  we have  studied  divide  and conquer  strategy,

binary  search  and  their  function.  Which  will  help  us  to  design

function  for binary search.

References

1) van Gasteren, Netty; Feijen, Wim (1995) "The Binary Search 

Revisited"AvG127/WF214.

2) Erik D. Demaine and Charles E. Leiserson”Divide and ` 

Conquer,Copyright © 2001-5.
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Assignment No-01

Title: Implementation of cross compilation using Xmlvm.

Objective-

1.  To know cross compilation using Xmlvm.

2.  To illustrate the concept cross compilation using Xmlvm.

Outcome-

1.  understanding cross compilation using Xmlvm..

2.  understanding Xmlvm.. 

3.  understanding cross compilation by implementing  Xmlvm.

Prerequisite     -

1.  Knowledge of cross compilation using Xmlvm.

2.  knowledge of implementation of cross compilation using 

Xmlvm.

Hardware Requirement-

1. 64 bit Ubuntu 14.04

Software Requirement-

 C,C++
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Introduction:

 The goal of XMLVM is to offer a flexible and extensible cross-

compiler  toolchain.  Instead  of  cross-compiling  on  a  source  code

level,  XMLVM  cross-compiles  byte  code  instructions  from  Sun

Microsystem's virtual machine and Microsoft's Common Language

Runtime. The benefit of this approach is that byte code instructions

are easier to cross-compile and the difficult parsing of a high-level

programming language is left  to a regular compiler. In XMLVM,

byte code-based programs are represented as XML documents. This

allows  manipulation  and  translation  of  XMLVM-based  programs

using  advanced  XML technologies  such  as  XSLT, XQuery,  and

XPath.

XMLVM serves as an umbrella for several projects. For all projects,

a Java class file or a .NET executable is first translated to an XML-

document. Based on the XML-document generated by the front-end,

various transformations are possible. The first transformation cross-

compiles  from .NET to  JVM byte  code.  Another  transformation

enables  Java  or  .NET  applications  to  be  cross-compiled  to

JavaScript  so  that  they  can  run  as  AJAX  applications  in  any

browser. Yet another transformation allows to cross-compile a Java

program to Objective-C to create a native iPhone application. 
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XMLVM  is  a  flexible  cross-compilation  framework.  Instead  of

cross-compiling source code of high-level programming languages,

XMLVM translates byte code instructions. Byte code programs are

represented  by  XML  documents  and  cross-compiled  via  XSL

stylesheets.  Section "Overview" provides a brief  overview of  the

XMLVM toolchain. Section "Getting XMLVM" describes how to

obtain  the  source  code  of  XMLVM  and  Section  "Compiling

XMLVM"  how  to  build  XMLVM  from  source.  The  various

command  line  options  supported  by  XMLVM  are  described  in

Section "Invoking XMLVM".
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Methodology

XMLVM  supports  byte  code  instructions  from  different  virtual

machines: the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), the Common Language

Runtime (CLR) that is part of the .NET framework, and the YARV

byte code from Ruby 1.9. The name XMLVM is inspired by the fact

that byte code instructions are represented via XML. Each byte code

instruction is mapped to a corresponding XML-tag. Transformations

of XMLVM programs are done via XSL stylesheets. The following

Figure shows all possible paths through the XMLVM toolchain:
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The first step in using XMLVM is to compile a Java or .NET source

code program to byte code. This is done with a native compiler such

as  Sun  Microsystem's  javac  or  Microsoft's  Visual  Studio.  The

resulting byte code program (either a Java .class file or a .NET .exe

file) is fed into the XMLVM toolchain where it is first converted to

XML. XMLVMJVM denotes  an  XMLVM program that  contains

JVM  byte  code  instructions,  whereas  a  XMLVMCLR  program

contains CLR byte code instructions. XMLVMDEX makes use of

Android's DEX instructions for Dalvik that is is particularly suitable

for generating source of other high-level programming languages. It

is  possible  to  cross-compile  XMLVMCLR to XMLVMJVM with

the help of a data flow analysis (denoted as XMLVMCLR-DFA in

the Figure above).

Algorithm/Flow Chart/ Psudocode;
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Conclusion

In  this  assignment  we  have  studied  implementation  of  cross

compilation using Xmlvm.

Refrences

1) van Gasteren, Netty; Feijen, Wim (1995) "The Binary Search 

Revisited"AvG127/WF214.

2) Erik D. Demaine and Charles E. Leiserson”Divide and ` 

Conquer,Copyright © 2001-5.
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